
Dear Sir/Ma'am

"We may have all come on different ships, but we're in the same boat now."

- Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

I am excited to be sharing that The Dais & Generation Global will be working together through The

Dais SDG Lab Program to strengthen and engage students to develop understanding and exchange

ideas on SDGs and critical issues youth face today.  Generation Global is the Tony Blair Institute’s

education programme for young people ages 13 to 17-years that enables them to embrace the

future, equipped with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to become active, global, and open-

minded citizens. 

The Dais SDG Lab will be offering the Ultimate Dialogue Adventure Experience to the students

working with the lab along with several enriching and learning opportunities 

I am enclosing an detailed information pack for enrolling the students onboard the UDA with The

Dais SDG Lab and hope that together we can create these opportunities for the students to learn to

understand, collaborate and lead the problem solving in the 21st Century.

Warm Regards,

Keshav Gupta 

Founder 

The Dais
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THE DAIS
Our vision is to empower people

towards a better life and a

prosperous and healthy planet. 

The Dais is an organization based in Delhi, India engaged

globally with a vision to empower people towards a better life

and a prosperous and healthy planet. 

THE DAIS, DELHI, INDIA
WWW.THEDAIS.IN | CONTACT@THEDAIS.IN



The Dais is an organisation based

in Delhi, india with a vision to

empower people towards a

better life. The achievement of

SDGs and leaving no-one behind

is one of the core objectives of

The Dais, with primary focus on

environmental preservation,

ensuring equality for all, improved

education for children and youth

and towards a peaceful and

prosperous world.

Who we are and
what we believe in

EMPOWERED PEOPLE,  
HEALTHY PLANET

Visit our website at www.thedais.in for more

information about our company's services.

Email us at contact@thedais.in for inquiries.
Connect with us on Instagram, Facebook,
Linkedin at @thedaisindia



To this end, The Dais has been working collaboratively with

Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) and communities around

the world, international agencies and think tanks,

educational institutions and youth, besides industry and

academia for several on ground and virtually held initiatives,

projects, workshops and collaborations with SDG 4: Quality

Education, SDG 5: Gender Equality, Climate Action: SDG 13,

SDG 16: Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions along with

critical interaction, complimenting spaces of these SDGs

and related goals.

 

What we do 
 



We have previously worked with:

-United Nations Development Program,

India

-UNESCO New Delhi Cluster

- UN Volunteers, India

-NITI Aayog, Government of India

-Department of Environment, Government

of Antigua & Barbuda

-EarthDay.Org

-The NYC Mayor's Office for International

Affairs, USA

-The American Center, New Delhi

-Government of Uttarakhand, India

-Global Zero

-Generation Global, Tony Blair Institute for

Global Change

-Fridays For Future International, Sweden

- SBI Foundation, India

- Aspire Artemis Foundation, New York

- Foundation for Global Governance &

Sustainability, Brussels

-BrasilIndia, Manaus

-Rana University, Kabul

No-one left behind

OUR PARTNERS



Our team with a vision to

empower people towards an

equal and healthy planet; through

various initiatives and projects has

reached more half a million

people across sixty cities in twenty

nations since December 2014. The

Dais team has been awarded

Global Green Schools Award

2017, NYC, 13th National Women

Excellence Award 2020, Delhi,

Karmaveer Chakra Award 2018,

India.  

Our Impact

WE BELIEVE IN ACTION
TOWARDS A BETTER
LIFE FOR ALL 

Visit our website at www.thedais.in for more

information about our company's services.

Email us at contact@thedais.in for inquiries.
Connect with us on Instagram, Facebook,
Linkedin at @thedaisindia



The Dais Global Voices Program is

an annual virtual dialogues

platform to bring unheard voices

& issues in the society to the

forefront, launched by The Dais in

July till November 2020 with

several partners around the world

and saw over 30 Global Dialogues

on SDGs through Dialogues Series

on Gender, Climate, Education,

Peace, Inclusion. The program saw

a direct participation of about

2000 attendees and a reach of

about 2,00,000 views on

Facebook Live and was awarded

the 13th National Womens'

Excellence Award 2020 in India

for the Global Gender Dialogues.

The Dais Global 
Voices Program 2020

A GLIMPSE INTO OUR
PREVIOUS WORK



The Dais in partnership with

District-Administration,

Champawat, Government of

Uttarakhand, UNDP India and NITI

Aayog hosted the Uttarakhand

Sustainable Development

Development Festival 2018 with an

objective of bringing together

crucial stakeholders in the

localisation of SDGs in

Uttarakhand. With a participation

of over 300 international and

national participants, and over

2000 students from schools across

Champawat, besides District

Administration Officials and more

than 20 civil society organisations

and a digital outreach of over

1,00,000 people.

Uttarakhand Sustainable
Development Festival 2018

A GLIMPSE INTO OUR PREVIOUS WORK

UKSDF emerged as a
unique initiative for
awareness generation,
dialogue and exchange of
ideas and collaboration on
SDGs in Uttarakhand, India 



The Dais SDG Labs are innovation,

capacity building and collaboration

spaces for youth in Schools and

Universities to lead SDG Action. The

Dais SDG Lab officially started on

24th October, UN Day 2019 with the

first school lab for 500 students in

Sonipat, Haryana. During the Covid19

Pandemic, The Dais SDG Lab for GNK

College, Yamuna Nagar  for 2000

students, started functioning in

January 2021 and The Dais and Rana

University, Kabul will be commencing

the lab in Kabul from June 2021 and

keeping Covid19 in mind, The Dais

along with Trifinity Solutions are

working on launching a virtual lab for

the youth in Guyana to lead the

change.

The Dais SDG Labs
India | Afghanistan | Guyana

The Dais SDG Labs focus on
engaging students to work
closely with Industry, Civil
Society and students from
other institutions to work
collaboratively.

SDG LAB



Provide innovative activity for students to learn about global

issues linked with SDGs on climate change, education, gender

equality, equity, hate speech, among others.

Provide a platform for students to learn and practice skills of

dialogue with global peers - Global Communication, Active

Listening, Critical Thinking, Questioning, and Reflection. 

Objectives

THE DAIS SDG LAB COLLABORATION WITH 
GENERATION GLOBAL PROGRAMME

Generation Global is the Tony Blair Institute’s education

programme for young people ages 13 to 17-years that enables

them to embrace the future, equipped with the knowledge,

skills, and attitudes to become active, global, and open-

minded citizens. 

The Generation Global programme has been running since

2009. It has supported over 550,000 young people and

trained over 15,000 teachers from more than 30 countries in

the skills of intercultural dialogue. 

About Generation Global 



THE DAIS SDG LAB COLLABORATION WITH 
GENERATION GLOBAL PROGRAMME

The Ultimate Dialogue adventure, an online web-

application which leads students through a game to learn

the skills of dialogue and practice those skills with global

peers. Through this platform students have opportunities

to learn about global issues, engage in written dialogue

and practice global communication with students from

around the world. 

The UDA is designed to be inclusive for those of different

background and needs. It meets web content accessible

guidelines for people with disabilities. Students will have

access to content modules linked with SDGs, dialogue

spaces, and video-conferences on the UDA on different

social topics. 

Each student will be awarded a certificate of

participation on completion of at least 3 modules and 1

video-conference on the UDA. 

Here is an Explainer Video for Ultimate Dialogue Adventure

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzcSx5VRAeY

Ultimate Dialogue Adventure & SDGs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzcSx5VRAeY


THE DAIS SDG LAB COLLABORATION WITH 
GENERATION GLOBAL PROGRAMME

The Ultimate Dialogue adventure, an online web-

application which leads students through a game to learn

the skills of dialogue and practice those skills with global

peers. Through this platform students have opportunities

to learn about global issues, engage in written dialogue

and practice global communication with students from

around the world. 

The UDA is designed to be inclusive for those of different

background and needs. It meets web content accessible

guidelines for people with disabilities. Students will have

access to content modules linked with SDGs, dialogue

spaces, and video-conferences on the UDA on different

social topics. 

Each student will be awarded a certificate of

participation on completion of at least 3 modules and 1

video-conference on the UDA. 

Ultimate Dialogue Adventure & SDGs



THE DAIS SDG LAB COLLABORATION WITH 
GENERATION GLOBAL PROGRAMME

Cultural Belief & Values

Civic Participation

Identity & Belonging

Education for Global Citizenship

Climate Change

The rights of women & girls

Freedom of Expression

Themes



THE DAIS SDG LAB COLLABORATION WITH 
GENERATION GLOBAL PROGRAMME

Ultimate Dialogue Adventure & SDGs

Credits - Generation Global



THE DAIS SDG LAB COLLABORATION WITH 
GENERATION GLOBAL PROGRAMME

Students complete the introductory module on the UDA to

develop an understanding of dialogue, core skills of dialogue,

and foundations of participating in a community. This is a

onetime activity which students need to do after registering on

the platform. 

 Students complete the module on the special topic from the

UDA for that month including participation in dialogue spaces.

 Students participate in a video-conference where they practice

the core skills of dialogue on the special topic - sharing their

perspective and experiences, listening actively to others, thinking

critically about what they hear, asking constructive questions,

and reflecting on the dialogue. 

 Reflections with students on their performance in the video-

conference, their understanding of the topic, and skills

developed using reflection techniques from the classroom

resources.  The reflection sessions will be led by The Dais Team

through a month-end reflection disucssion with the students.

Students submit their written reflections after completing three

modules. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Student Engagement



Credits -  Generation Global



1) Nominate the students with their details for signing up on the

UDA.

2) Nominate a faculty in-charge for coordinating the registration

process of the students, reflection sessions.

3) Co-organizing an orientation session for the nominated

students and reflection sessions at the end of the month. 

4) Facilitate the Reflection process of the students through

reflections sheets and surveys.

5) Co-facilitate activities of the module through the faculty in-

charge and students along with The Dais team.

THE DAIS SDG LAB COLLABORATION WITH 
GENERATION GLOBAL PROGRAMME

Requirement from the School



On-boarding of school, nomination and orientation of

students

UDA & SDGs Engagement for the Students

Reflection Sessions with students

De-brief & Feedback Process

Virtually held Closing Ceremony with the School, hosted by

The Dais 

July - August 2021

September - October 2021

November 2021

THE DAIS SDG LAB COLLABORATION WITH 
GENERATION GLOBAL PROGRAMME

Timeline


